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Introduction: Suturing type is important because impaired wound healing can
increase the cost of the treatment. According to the controversy in the studies regarding
the surgeon’s opinion, current study was conducted.
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Method: This review study was conducted with key words that include of sutures,
interrupted, continuous, surgery, surgeons in data bases such as google scholar, web
of sciences, pubmed, embase, science direct between 2015 to 2019. Inclusion criteria
include of randomized clinical trials, English language study. 19 studies were included. If
study not compared two methods of continuous and separate skin suture were excluded.

Results: In three studies, there was no difference between the two suture methods.
In Ahmad et al. study, Visual Analog Scoring was a measure of pain on the third day after
surgery. 5 cases (12.5%) of continuous group and 23 cases (57.5%) of separated groups
reported pain. In Maged et al. study showed that complications such as hematoma (p =
0.04), infection (p = 0.008) need for re-closure (p = 0.004), were higher in the continuous
group. There was no difference in the formation of colloid between the two groups. The
suture with the separate method prolonged the operation time, but it was not significant
(p <0.14).
Conclusion: Results did not show the difference between two sutures in term of pain
and scar width, although the satisfaction of patients with continuous sutures was higher
and the use of continuous sutures in clean wounds that are not tension, can have better
results.

Introduction
Most surgical procedures require a skin cut to access the
surgical site [1]. There are several methods for closing surgical
wounds. For example, the use of suture, stapler, tape and tissue
adhesives can be mentioned [2]. Skin sutures can be continuous or
separated. Typically, continuous sutures are subcuticular, while the
interrupted sutures involve the full thickness of the skin [3,4]. Both of
them can be absorbable or non-absorbable [5]. Absorbable sutures
do not require removal, therefore, can reduce anxiety of patient
postoperatively [6]. Suture techniques and their complications can
affect the beauty of the Surgery site. If sutured correctly, it can close
the edges of the wound by removing the dead space between the
tissues [7]. Impaired wound healing can increase the cost of the
treatment and reduce the beauty of the cutting site [8]. According

to the controversy in the studies regarding the surgeon’s opinion,
current study was conducted.

Method

This study was conducted with key words that include of
sutures, interrupted, continuous, surgery, surgeons in data
bases such as google scholar, web of sciences, pubmed, embase,
sciencedirect between 2015 to 2019. Inclusion criteria include of
randomized clinical trials, English language study. 19 study was
included, and two authors read abstract carefully and if study not
compared two methods of continuous and separate skin suture
were excluded. Finally, five articles were selected for this research.
Informed consent not recommended in review article.
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Results
In Liu X et al. study, seventy-three subjects were in the separated
suture group and sixty-nine in the continuous suture group. the
Measuring tool was the patient’s and observer’s evaluation in
12 months after surgery. There was no difference between the
two suture methods. Often, hyper or hypoesthesia observed in
continuous suture group [9]. In Javadi study, comparison of two
methods of Suture techniques in Appendectomy surgery in 2017
was done in Iran. There were thirty-five people in each group.
Patients were evaluated on the first, seventh, thirty, ninety days after
the operation. There was no difference between the two groups in
terms of severity of pain and scar. Only at the end of the seventh
day in the continuous group, the severity of pain and the extent
of scar were found to be lower. More satisfaction was observed
in the continuous group in wound healing and scar compared to
the interrubted group [10]. In Ahmad study, comparison of two
continuous and separated methods of Suture techniques in open
Cholecystectomy was conducted in Pakistan in 2018. Forty subjects
were in each group. VAS (Visual Analog Scoring) was a measure of
pain on the third day after surgery. 5 (12.5%) of the patients from
the continuous group and 23 (57.5%) of the patients from the
separated groups Reported pain. The satisfaction of the continuous
group was higher [11].

In Som et al. study, that was investigated the episiotomy repair
surgery in Indian women showed that there were 32 people in each
group. A visual analogue scoring (VAS) test was used to measure
pain from 12 to 18 hours after episiotomy and 10 days postpartum.
It was also used to assess the amount of wound healing from the
REEDA scale (redness, edema, ecchymosis, drainage, proximity to
the edges). No significant difference was observed between the two
groups [12]. In Maged et al. study, that was conducted on obese
women after cesarean section surgery in Egypt, finding showed that
complications such as hematoma (p = 0.04), infection (p = 0.008),
need for re-closure (p = 0.004), were higher in the continuous
group than the interrupted group. There was no difference in the
formation of colloid and serum between the two groups. The suture
with the separate method prolonged the operation time, but it was
not significant (p <0.14) [13].

Conclusion

The review of the study did not show the difference between the
use of continuous and separated suture in term of consequences,
such as pain and scar width, although the satisfaction of patients
with continuous sutures was higher. A study of the incidence of
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infection, hematoma, and the need for re-closure of the wound was
reported further in the continuous procedure. So, it can be said that
the use of continuous sutures in clean wounds that are not tension,
can have better results.
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